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Abstrat
A 50 kse observation of the Supernova Remnant Cas A was taken using the Chandra
X-Ray Observatory High Resolution Camera (HRC) to searh for periodi signals from
the ompat soure loated near the enter. Using the HRC-S in imaging mode, problems
with orretly assigning times to events were overome, allowing the period searh to be
extended to higher frequenies than possible with previous observations Murray (2000).
In an extensive analysis of the HRC data, several possible andidate signals are found
using various algorithms, inluding advaned tehniques developed by Ransom (2001)
to searh for low signiane periodi signals. Of the andidate periods, none is at a
high enough ondene level to be partiularly favored over the rest. When ombined
with other information, however (e.g., spetra, total energetis, and the historial age
of the remnant), a 12 ms andidate period seems to be more physially plausible than
the others, and we use it for illustrative purposes in disussing the possible properties
of a putative neutron star in the remnant. We emphasize that this is not neessarily the
true period, and that a follow-up observation, sheduled for the fall of 2001, is required.
A 50 kse Advaned CCD Imaging Spetrometer (ACIS) observation was taken, and
analysis of these data for the entral objet shows that the spetrum is onsistent with
several forms, and that the emitted X-ray luminosity in the 0.1 -10 keV band is 1033 −
1035erg cm−2sec−1 depending on the spetral model and the interstellar absorption along
the line of sight to the soure. The spetral results are onsistent with those of Pavlov
et al. (2000) and Chakrabarty et al. (2001) .
Subjet headings: Neutron Star, Supernova Remnant, X-Ray, Pulsar
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1. Introdution
The rst high resolution X-ray image of Cas A was obtained using the Einstein HRI. A searh for
a point soure near the enter of the remnant resulted only in an upper limit on its luminosity
(Murray et al. (1979); Fabian et al. (1980)). Other X-ray observations using ROSAT and ASCA
also failed to detet a entral point soure. This situation hanged dramatially with the rst
light image from the Chandra X-ray Observatory taken on 1999, August 20. In a relatively short
(6kse) Advaned CCD Imaging Spetrometer (ACIS; Garmire (1997)) observation, the power of the
Chandra high resolution X-ray telesope was demonstrated by revealing immediately the existene
of a point-like objet near the enter of the remnant (Tananbaum (1999)). This objet is likely to
be either a neutron star or blak hole left over from the explosion of the progenitor star. Subsequent
searhes in the radio (MLaughlin et al. (2001)) and optial (Kaplan,Kulkarni, & Murray (2001);
Ryan,Wagner, & Starreld (2001)) have yet to detet a point soure at the enter of Cas A.
One distinguishing harateristi of a rotating neutron star would be the presene of periodi pulses.
The ACIS observations were made in the timed exposure mode with a frame integration time of
3.24 seonds so that searhes for pulsations ould be made only for fairly long periods > 10 sec. To
searh for shorter periods down to the rotational breakup period for a neutron star (around 1 mse
Shapiro & Teukolsky (1983) ), it was neessary to observe Cas A with the High Resolution Camera
(HRC; Murray et al. (1998); Zombek et al. (1995) ). The HRC is an event triggered detetor
with about 16 µsec timing resolution. As part of the orbital veriation and alibration program,
two 10 kse observations of Cas A were taken, one eah with the HRC-I (imaging) and the HRC-S
(spetrosopy) detetors on 1999, September 3 and 5. When these and additional publi data were
analyzed for pulsations from the point soure, no signiant signals were found (Chakrabarty et
al. (2001)). On average there are only about 300 HRC ounts per 10 kse from the soure (ounts
within a 1 ar seond radius), and Chakrabarty et al. plaed an upper limit of 35% pulsed fration
for periods longer than 20mse.
Spetral analysis of the publi ACIS data by both Chakrabarty et al. and Pavlov et al. (2000) result
in only marginal onlusions regarding the nature of the entral point soure. At present we do
not have a unique model to aount for the observed properties of the X-ray point soure in Cas A
Chakrabarty et al. (2001). Critial observations to eluidate the nature of CCO (Compat Central
Objet) inlude searhing for periodi and aperiodi variabilities, deep IR imaging, and longer ACIS
Chandra observations whih would provide more soure quanta for the spetral analysis Pavlov et
al. (2000). As disussed below, we present a deeper observation of Cas A of 50 kse with the HRC
for timing purposes, and 50 kse with the ACIS for higher auray spetral analysis than was
possible from the alibration data sets.
1.1. Problems with HRC-I Timing
Using the Chandra X-Ray Observatory and the HRC, we obtained a 50 kse observation of Cas
A speially to searh for pulsations from the ompat soure deteted near the enter of the
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remnant. This observation (OBSID 01505) was taken using the HRC-I on 1999 Deember 20. The
standard Chandra X-ray Center (CXC) pipeline proessing system was used to produe the Level 1
and Level 2 data produts for further analysis as desribed below. Data from the point soure were
extrated from the event list in a ∼ 1 ar seond radius region (8 HRC pixels) around the soure.
It was subsequently found that the HRC has a wiring error that inorretly assigns event times suh
that the assigned time is that for the previous event trigger (Murray (2000); Seward (2000)). If every
event trigger resulted in an event in the telemetry, this error ould be easily orreted by simply
shifting event times by one event during ground proessing. However, due to telemetry limitations
(184 events/sec) and on-board event sreening, not all event triggers neessarily result in an event
entering the telemetry stream. Therefore determining true event times is not always possible, and
under normal HRC operating onditions annot be done for a signiant fration of the events.
For OBSID 01505, the average rate of event triggers was about 300 s−1(total event rate), many of
whih were due to osmi rays and solar protons. The HRC inludes an ative plasti sintillator
oinidene shield that is normally used to veto event triggers arising from penetrating harged
partiles. With this veto enabled (normal mode), the average rate of telemetered events was redued
to about 150 s−1(valid event rate). Thus, in this normal operating mode, ∼ 50% of the event triggers
did not produe the events in the telemetry whih are needed to orretly assign proper event times
to the events oming from the entral point soure.
In order to evaluate the impat of the HRC timing error on our ability to detet pulsations, we
developed a high delity software simulation of the detetor and telemetry system. Simulations
for this observation (OBSID 01505) show that if no attempt is made to orret the timing error,
or if the only orretion made is to shift the telemetered time for eah event by one event, then a
sinusoidal pulse signal with  20% modulation amplitude or with a period of less than 20 mse will
be undetetable (similar to the onlusions of Chakrabarty et al. (2001)).
Some data reovery tehniques have been investigated to improve the probability that an event
time will be orret. For example a lter an be used to selet event pairs where there is a high
likelihood that the events ourred in suession and therefore the time of the rst event of the pair
an be obtained from the time assigned to the seond event. This lass of lters redues the number
of events that an be used for timing studies and therefore dereases sensitivity. As disussed by
Tennant et al. (2001) in their analysis of a Chandra observation of the Crab Pulsar, this type of
data reovery an be useful when the pulse period is known, and therefore the signal needed to make
a measurement an be smaller than that needed for detetion. For OBSID 01505, no statistially
signiant period signal was found, regardless of the algorithm or lter used.
1.2. Solution using HRC-S in Imaging Mode
For HRC-I using the oinidene shield and requiring anti-oinidene between detetor events and
the shield for inlusion in the telemetry stream redues the osmi ray bakground and limits the
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valid event rate to a level below telemetry saturation. For HRC-S we would have expeted the same
behavior; however, the oinidene window between the event trigger and shield signal is too small,
and an alternative means of seleting events is used. The rate is redued by pre-seleting only about
1/2 of the detetor ative area using the edge blanking feature of the instrument. This redution
is ne for spetrosopi observations sine the transmission gratings disperse the spetrum along
a thin region of the detetor and the edges that are blanked do not ontain interesting events.
The onsequenes are essentially the same as for the HRC-I. There are about 250 event triggers per
seond, whih would exeed the telemetry limit if all were allowed to be proessed as valid events.
The on-board edge blanking veto seletively suppresses uninteresting events (for spetrosopy) to
the level where the telemetry is not lled and all proessed events an be transmitted to the ground.
However, as with the HRC-I, the times of events an not all be properly orreted sine many event
triggers are not inluded in the data sent to the ground.
Fortunately, the HRC-S an be operated in a speial mode where all event triggers result in events
that are inluded in the telemetry. In this mode, only the entral MCP segment is able to initiate an
event trigger. This restrition redues the bakground by about a fator of three from the normal
HRC-S rate (i.e., total event rate goes from ∼ 250 c/s to ∼ 90 c/s). and therefore allows the on-
board event sreening to be turned o. All event triggers are proessed as valid events and t within
the telemetry limit of 184 c/s. This mode is designated as the HRC-S (Imaging) Mode. It is now
available for all observers and was used to re-observe those AO-1 and AO-2 targets requiring the
high time resolution of the HRC, inluding our Cas A observation.
2. Observations
The new 50 kse observation of Cas A (OBSID 01857) was arried out on 2000 Otober 5 using
the imaging mode of the HRC-S. The standard Level 1 event list provided by the CXC pipeline
proessing system was used as a starting point for more detailed analysis. This le ontains all
of the HRC triggered events with their positions orreted for instrumental (de-gap) and aspet
(dither) eets. The events were then time orreted by assigning the time of event n+1 to event
n, and then sreened using the bakground redution algorithm developed by Murray et al. (2000).
A 50 kse observation of Cas A on 2000 January 30 with the bakside-illuminated ACIS S-3 hip
(OBSID 00114) provided roughly 5000 ounts from the point soure. The CCD was operated in
normal time exposure mode at a temperature of −120◦C. Instrument response les for the spetral
analysis were generated using software made available by the CXC with alibration data from 2000
May.
2.1. Image Analysis
The images obtained with the HRC and ACIS provide upper limits to the X-ray ux that might
be assoiated with a synhrotron nebula around the entral ompat objet. Saling from the Vela
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or Crab pulsar nebula, we expet a nebula of order 10 arse in radius, and this should emit a
total luminosity of order 10 times that of the ompat objet, assuming that it is a pulsar like
the Crab. The ompat soure in Cas A yields 1424 ounts within 1 ar seond radius (Fps =
2.85 × 10−2HRC c/s ). Thus the nebula brightness should yield about 45 HRC ounts per square
ar seond in the 50 kse observation or a total ux Fneb = 2.85 × 10
−1HRC c/s.1 The entral
region of Cas A is shown in Figure 1.
For the extended region, exluding the 1 ar seond radius region around the ompat objet, we
observe about 20 HRC ounts per square ar seond, well below the expeted value for a Crab-
like nebula. To further quantify this result, we examined the region around the point soure for
exess emission using a wavelet deomposition (Vikhlinin, Forman, & Jones (1994)) to subtrat the
emission from the lamentary strutures of the SNR in the entral part of the image as well as
the point-like soure itself. We use the wavelet residuals as an estimate for the upper limit from
any nebula emission assoiated with the entral objet. From the HRC-I image (OBSID 01505)
we onsidered a entral 2 ar minute region for the wavelet deomposition. Using the residual
image (i.e., the image after all of the wavelet omponents are subtrated), we found a total ux of
1.4×10−1HRC c/s within a 10 ar seond radius (3.3×10−1HRC c/s within a 15 ar seond radius
giving essentially the same surfae brightness in both ases, and indiating that most of the small
sale remnant strutures have been removed), orresponding to an X-ray luminosity (within 10 ar
seonds) of Lneb ≤ 2.7 × 10
34ergs/sec (0.1 − 10.0 keV ) assuming NH = 1.1 × 10
22
and a photon
spetral index of 2.0. Using the ACIS-S data from OBSID 00114 we obtain a similar result. We
take this as an estimate of the upper limit to any emission from a synhrotron nebula around the
point soure in Cas A.
2.2. Timing Analysis
In the image from OBSID 01857, the point soure is learly deteted at a loation: 23h23m27s.683,
+58◦48
′
43
′′
.21 (CXO positions are aurate to within ±1 arse), within 1.7 arse of the position
reported by Tananbaum (1999). For the timing analysis, only events within a ∼ 1 arse radius
of this loation were used (a total of 1424 events). The event times (provided in terrestrial time
by the CXC) were orreted to baryentri time at the solar system baryenter using the denitive
Chandra geoentri spaeraft ephemeris. The standard axBary program tool (whih uses the JPL
DE450 solar system ephemeris) was provided by the CXC yielding a time of arrival (TOA) list.
We onduted initial searhes for pulsations using two dierent methods, a standard Fourier trans-
form searh, as well as a brute fore epoh folding based on the Gregory & Loredo (1992) tehnique.
In both ases, provisions were made to eliminate losses in sensitivity due to nite frequeny reso-
1
The area of the nebula is 100 times the region of emission from whih the pulsar ux is measured, but the total
ux of the nebula is 10 times the pulsar's. Thus, the emission/ar seond is about 10/100 as ompared with the
pulsar.
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Fig. 1. Central region of Cas A as observed in a 50 kse image taken with the HRC-I (OBSID
01505).
lution (i.e. salloping) and the possibility of a signal with a slowly hanging frequeny (i.e. from
pulsar spin-down). The statistially most signiant andidate in both searhes was a nearly sinu-
soidal signal with a period of 12.15 mse (82.267 Hz), but numerous other plausible andidates were
present as well.
For the Fourier transform searh, the events were binned into a 50 million point (1 mse time
resolution) time series and then transformed using an FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) algorithm. As
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the power spetrum was dominated by white noise, all powers were normalized with the number of
events (1424), making the statistial properties of the power spetrum equivalent to an exponential
distribution with mean and standard deviation of one. We utilized Fourier domain mathed ltering
tehniques to ompletely and oherently reover power that had spread over up to ±4 frequeny
bins and to orret for salloping eets for signals appearing at frequenies between Fourier bins
(Ransom (2001)). Suh a searh is warranted sine young pulsars are predited to be rotating rapidly
(∼ 10 − 100 Hz) with a relatively large negative frequeny derivative (−10−11 to − 10−9Hz/s).
An idential observation of the fundamental harmoni of the Crab pulsar (f = 29.9 Hz, f˙ =
−3.77× 10−10Hz/s) would show a drift of -0.94 frequeny bins and power losses of from ∼ 5− 60%
for unorreted Fourier amplitudes (due to salloping and frequeny drift). Inoherent summing of
1, 2, 4, and 8 harmonis was also used to improve sensitivity to narrow pulse shapes. All frequenies
and periods that we mention will be the average values over the ourse of the observation.
The best andidate from the Fourier transform searh had a frequeny f = 82.267111(2) Hz, or
equivalently P = 0.0121555260(3) s, and a marginally signiant f˙ ∼ −4(3) × 10−10Hz/s (P˙ ∼
−7(5) × 10−14s/s). The normalized power level was 19.5 whih orresponds to < 1.4σ when the
number of independent trials searhed is inluded. Subsequent analyses searhed a muh wider range
of frequeny derivatives (±100 bin drifts) resulting in several andidates with higher signiane
than the 12.15 mse andidate. The most signiant was found as a summation of 8 harmonis with
the fundamental at f = 41.472710, f˙ = −2.5(4)×10−9Hz/s, and an overall signiane of ∼ 2.0σ .
The modied folding searh based on that found in Gregory & Loredo (1992) has several signiant
advantages over standard epoh-folding tehniques. The two most signiant advantages are that
the method does not depend on a spei pulse shape and that it optimizes the signal-to-noise for
a prole based on the starting phase of the signal. These two fators an inrease the sensitivity of
a searh by a fator of a few. We searhed a frequeny range of 0.001 to 500 Hz, and a frequeny
derivative range of −5 × 10−10 to 5 × 10−10Hz/s. Our frequeny step size of 2.56 × 10−6Hz is
equivalent to oversampling the Independent Fourier Spaing (IFS = 1/Tobs ) by a fator of eight.
With our urrent implementation of the Gregory and Loredo searh it is very diult to estimate an
overall probability that a signal is real when searhing a very large frequeny range. What we an
determine, however, is the relative merit of a andidate with respet to another. Data ontaining a
single strong signal would produe a andidate list with the signal as the best andidate with the
next best andidate ranked signiantly lower than the rst. In our searh, the best andidate had
f = 82.267109(3) Hz with a marginally signiant f˙ ≃ −5(3) × 10−10Hz/s, onsistent with the
most physially realisti andidate from the Fourier searh, and was ranked approximately 25 times
better than the seond best andidate. The light urve for this andidate period is shown in Figure
2, where we have used a simple epoh fold with a onstant period orresponding the frequeny given
above. The osillation has a modulation of ∼ 25% (peak - mean/ mean).
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Fig. 2. Epoh folding light urve for 12.155525 mse (82.267 Hz) andidate period. Ten phase
bins were used, and there are two yles plotted, the error bars are 1σ based on the ounts in eah
phase bin.
2.2.1. Statistial Signiane
We stress that although hard to quantify, the statistial signiane for the detetion of period
pulsations is low and annot be taken as denitive proof of their existene. However, the data do
allow us to plae an upper limit on any sine-like osillatory modulation of the signal from the entral
soure in Cas A.
For the HRC-S observation (OBSID 01857), we ran a standard epoh folding analysis entered
around the 12.155526 mse period found in the period searh disussed in Setion 2.2. The gure of
merit for the epoh fold is the redued hi-squared (χ2ν) obtained by omparing the folded (binned)
data against the hypothesis of a onstant soure. The period searh was limited to 100,000 test
periods starting at 12.15 mse, and ending at 12.16 mse. The expeted period (12.155526 mse)
was reovered with χ2ν = 6, whih (for 9 degrees of freedom) an be expeted aidentally only 1
time in 107. Given that 105 trials were made there is 1% hane of obtaining this value for χ2ν from
unpulsed data. As mentioned in Setion 1 we developed a simulation program for the HRC and the
Chandra Observatory that allows us to mimi the Cas A observations inluding the eets of the
wiring error in the instrument. We generated 100 simulated data sets for the ase of no pulsations,
and ran eah though the standard epoh folding algorithm, testing 105 periods per simulated data
set as desribed above. In total, 107 epoh folds and χ2ν alulations were made. There was one
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ourrene of χ2ν exeeding 6, onsistent with statistial expetations.
In an eort to determine a reasonable detetion limit for a periodi signal, we ran a series of
simulations using a modulated signal, approximated by a sinusoidal period of 12.155526 mse and
with a modulation (dened as the ratio of the peak deviation from the mean amplitude to the
mean amplitude) from 15% to 35%. That is, the number of ounts at phase bin i is given by
ci = A+B sin(φi), and the modulation ism =
B
A
. For eah modulation value we ran 100 simulations
and obtained the average value for the gure of merit (
〈
χ2ν
〉
) and its standard deviation. We onlude
that if there is an osillatory signal from the entral ompat soure, it is not highly modulated
(≤ 25− 30%) or we would have deteted the signal with a higher level of ondene than reported
above. This result is onsistent with the onlusions of Chakrabarty et al. (2001) but is more
restritive in the amplitude of the modulation and in the frequenies spanned.
2.3. Spetral Analysis
Using the ACIS-S3 data from OBSID 00114, the soure spetrum was extrated from a 1.5 arse ra-
dius region entered on the point soure, and the bakground spetrum from an annulus surrounding
the soure region with radii between 2.75 and 5.5 arse. We tried a number of dierent bakground
regions and found that the spetral analysis was not very sensitive to the exat bakground region
used.
Table 1: X-Ray Spetral Fits to Cas A Central Point Soure
NH Photon kT Radiusbb Ld3.4 χ
2
Model (1022cm−2) Index (keV) (km) (1033erg/s) χ2/υ
PL 2.23+0.13
−0.12 4.13
+0.17
−0.16 ... ... 510 161.5, 0.88
ThBr 1.60+0.08
−0.09 ... 1.15
+0.07
−0.08 ... 5.9 155.3, 0.84
BB 1.05+0.08
−0.07 ... 0.488
+0.014
−0.015 0.46 1.6 206.2,1.12
BB+PL 2.26+0.38
−0.27 4.8
+0.9
−0.6 0.57
+0.07
−0.07 0.23 0.7, 2000 148.1, 0.81
BB+PL 1.1 (xed) 1.7+0.3
−0.4 0.45
+0.02
−0.01 0.54 1.5, 0.4 182.5,1.0
The point soure spetrum was t to a number of simple spetral models, inluding a blakbody,
power-law, ombination of blakbody and power-law, and thermal bremsstrahlung (see 1). Figure
3 shows a representative spetral t for a simple blakbody with interstellar absorption. All the
models gave aeptable ts with χ2 per degree of freedom ∼ 1.0, but the thermal bremsstrahlung,
power-law and ombination models required neutral Hydrogen olumn densities that are in exess
of the expeted interstellar value of ∼ 1 × 1022 cm−2 in the diretion of Cas A (Keohane (1998)).
Unless there is signiant internal absorption, it would appear that these models are less favored.
For the power-law models, the slope is generally steep with a photon index > 4. In ombination
with a blakbody omponent with the Hydrogen olumn density xed at the expeted value, the
power-law omponent is not unusually steep, but also does not dominate the ux. The luminosity
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emitted at the soure (orreted for interstellar absorption, and assumed to be isotropi) varies
between a few to several times 1033erg/s, exept for the models with a steep power-law omponent,
for whih this luminosity is 5− 20× 1035erg/s.2
Fig. 3. Spetral t for the entral soure in Cas A. A simple blakbody spetrum with interstellar
absorption.
The spetral results are onsistent with those based on the early ACIS alibration observations
reported by Pavlov et al. (2000) and Chakrabarty et al. (2001), with the minor exeption that we
obtain a somewhat steeper index ombined with orrespondingly higher absorption for the power-
law ts where NH is unonstrained; this is most likely due to the improved statistis of our longer
observation. As found by those authors, the power-law index is signiantly steeper and the lumi-
nosity lower than is normally found for X-ray pulsars. For the blakbody models, the temperature is
too high and the emitting area too small to orrespond to the entire surfae of a neutron star. The
emergent blakbody spetrum will be modied by the atmosphere of the neutron star, however, in
a manner dependent on its omposition, the strength of its magneti eld, and orientation (e.g., see
2
Luminosities are 0.1-10.0 keV assuming a distane of 3.4 kp for Cas-A, exept for the blakbody ase where the
bolometri luminosity at innity is given.
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Pavlov et al. (2000)). In partiular, the true temperature an be signiantly smaller than would be
inferred without aounting for the atmosphere. Even after inluding these eets in their models,
Pavlov et al. found that the emitting area was still too large to be due to surfae radiation from
the entire neutron star surfae, and suggested that the emission is oming predominantly from hot
polar aps on the neutron star. The onsisteny of our spetral parameters with those obtained by
Pavlov et al. for the simple blakbody models supports this onlusion.
3. Interpretation
As disussed above, the evidene for the existene of a pulsar in Cas A is statistially weak, and
the frequeny of its possible period and the degree of luminosity modulation are highly unertain.
Pavlov et al. (2000) suggest that the soure is a neutron star with hot spots. This model is onsistent
with the spetral data and ould result in an osillatory light urve like the one we observe, though
our data imply only a modest luminosity modulation, and suh models will usually have a strong
modulation (Chakrabarty et al. (2001)). If our andidate 12 ms period is orret, it would appear
unfavorable for the interpretation of the soure as an anomalous X-ray pulsar, as suggested by
Chakrabarty et al. (2001), sine these objets tend to have long periods on the order of seonds.
Likewise, it would tend to exlude neutron star aretion models with high magneti elds, sine
suh models require slow rotations to avoid entrifugal expulsion of the areted material. Aretion
onto a low eld neutron star model would still appear to be viable.
Without additional observational evidene, however, any interpretation based on the existing data
is speulative. A follow up Chandra observation of Cas A with the HRC-S (Timing) has been
approved in Cyle 2. It is sheduled for September 2001.
3.1. Example Calulations
Despite the dislaimers ited above, we have taken what we onsider to be the most likely period
(12.155526 mse) extrated from our observations to alulate possible physial parameters for a
putative Cas A pulsar. If we assume that the Cas A pulsar is a lassial magneti dipole (Paini
(1967); Ostriker & Gunn (1969)) and if we use the empirial relationship between the nebula X-ray
luminosity (Lneb) and the spin down energy (E˙) given by Seward &Wang (1988) , or the relationship
between the pulsar luminosity and the spin down energy given by Beker & Truemper (1997), then
we an estimate the following properties for this objet (we use I ∼ 1×1045g cm2s−2 and R = 10 km
for a nominal 1M⊙ neutron star):
1. We an plae an upper limit to any synhrotron X-ray nebula based on the HRC or ACIS
images as desribed in Setion 2.1: Lneb2.7 ≤ 10
34erg/s
2. Using the empirial relation logLneb = 1.39 log E˙ − 16.6, we estimate E˙ ≤ 5.2 × 10
36erg/s
Seward & Wang (1988)
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Using the relationship Lns = 0.001E˙, we estimate E˙ = 3−5×10
36erg/s (Beker & Truemper
(1997))
3. From this estimate we alulate (taking E˙ = 5.2 × 1036erg/s ):
P˙ =
P 3E˙
4pi2I
≤ 2.4× 10−16s/s
B =
√
3c3P 4E˙
32pi4R6
≤ 5.4× 1010gauss
4. Using the historial age for Cas A τ = 320 yrs:
τ =
P
2P˙
[
1−
(
P0
P
)2]
⇒ P0 = 0.01215 s
The above alulations are illustrative. They depend on the initial assumptions regarding the valid-
ity of the lassial magneti dipole model for the pulsar, and the estimated spin-down luminosity.
The lak of an observable X-ray synhrotron nebula suggests that the magneti eld of the Cas
A pulsar is onsiderably less then typial (e.g., as for the Crab), and is onsistent with the above
estimate. However, without a onrmation of the pulse period, and a determination of the pulsar
spin down rate, additional interpretation and analysis is too speulative to merit further disussion.
We note that given the preision with whih the putative pulse period is measured (∼ 1 nsec), an
observation of Cas A in Chandra Cyle 2 will provide an adequate baseline to measure P˙ to the
limits suggested by the above alulations.
4. Conlusions
The point-like soure near the enter of Cas A has been observed for 50 kse using the Chandra
X-ray Observatory HRC, operating the HRC-S in a speial mode to permit high resolution timing
measurements. We nd weak evidene for a pulsed signal at a period of 12.155526 mse. The period-
folded light urve is approximately sinusoidal and the overall modulation is about 25%. However,
at approximately the same signiane level there are several period andidates, and we annot say
at this time that the ompat entral objet is indeed a pulsar.
From a 50 kse ACIS-S observation, the spetrum of the entral ompat objet in Cas A an be
tted to several simple models with more or less equal signiane, as in previously published results
based on shorter alibration observations. If the 12 ms period is real, the entral soure probably
has a low magneti eld, disfavoring its interpretation as an anomalous X-ray pulsar. Despite the
relatively low modulation of the periodi signal, the X-ray emission may be due to loal hot spots
near the polar aps of the putative neutron star Pavlov et al. (2000).
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Assuming that the pulse period is orret, and taking a onservative upper limit for an X-ray
synhrotron nebula around the neutron star, we nd the surfae magneti eld to be small (B ≤
5.4 × 1010gauss ), and the spin down rate also to be small (P˙ ≤ 2.4 × 10−16s/s ). If onrmed
in a follow up observation (Chandra Cyle 2) these values also imply that the pulsar was initially
spinning with a period lose to 12 mse.
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